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WHY AND HOW LIFELONG LEARNING?

The lifelong learning world committee (CMA) leads a think-tank on these concepts by relying on a world partnership, enhanced by experts public audiences. The 3rd world forum constitutes an important step since it tends to reply to a central questioning - Do we have to lifelong learn? If this idea is consensual, it doesn't always cover the same vision. Every expert agrees with “WHY LIFELONG LEARN”, where ever they come from - industrial or developing or emerging countries. Hence, that's high time to go through "HOW TO LIFELONG LEARN". The 2nd forum in Shanghai in July 2010 had opened some trails to be looked into, in Marrakech : Among those, the territorialization appears in echoe to the globalization the power of learning and training network, the inter-culturality in “living together”, the building characteristics of the learning in chaotic course, the world crisis context and accelerated mobility.

INNOVATING REPORTS AND ACHIEVEMENTS:

The forum will consist of varied innovating reports and achievements. They will be analyzed in work-groups, then reported in plenary sessions.

- It’s about gathering participants on the pitch, academic researchers, enterprise and institution participants - our peculiar approach consists of linking together all these words and enhancing our mind mutually,
- being more centered on problematics or experiences than on themes,
- prioritizing exchanges in order to promote knowledge, creating synergies, attracting concrete actions from all over the world,
- allowing a work-group production whose synthesis will be restituted in large groups and published in acts,
- preserving culture heterogeneity in order to nourish ourselves,
- make representatives take part, from all parts of the world as witnesses, experts and activity leaders, integrate the guest country distinctiveness in the think –tank,
- announce a statement to the media and to the world organizations.

THEME EXAMPLES FOR WORK -GROUP:

- Tradition and modernity, from the knowledge society to learner territories. From the innovation, knowledge recognition of all forms of learning - economic and social fields - experience and awareness, emotion and reason. Individual or collective dimension in learning, compartmentalizing and inter (or multi) culturality, complexity….otherwise WHAT?

ENVISAGED UNFOLDING:

The world forum will be held in 3 days on several places (to be confirmed) in MARRAKECH:
- The forum opening on Oct 31 at 5:00 P.M at the TOWNHALL.
- Reports and interventions and works in work-groups on November 1st in a famous university. (3 work-groups in the morning and 3 in the afternoon, that is to say 6 in total,) with prior subscriptions.
- work-group restitutions and closing ceremony on the 2nd NOV in the Conference Center.
EXPECTED AUDIENCE:

500 education and training experts coming from educating sectors, continuing education universities, enterprises and civil societies.

THREE FORMULAS FOR PARTICIPANTS:

3 formulas will be offered:

- 3 day forum participation
- A short stay: 1 week (- 28th OCT to 4th Nov 2012) will a guided tour before and after the forum, in relation to the forum themes.
- 1 long package stay: - Oct 28th - NOV 11th 2012-.

THE 1ST AND 2ND WORLD FORUMS:

The 1st world forum on education and lifelong learning had been organized in Oct 2008 in UNESCO in PARIS, sponsored by the President of the Republic, within the framework of the French chairmanship in the European Union. Those who had intervened: PEDRO PONTUAL, President of Latin American adult education Council; Koichiro MATSIURA, UNESCO Chairman; Jan FIGEL, European commissioner; Muriel PENICAUD, DANON Human resource director; Claude CAMPIONNET, SOPARIND-BONGRAIN HRD; Roger BELOT, MAIF chairman; Edouard STEINTHAL, in charged of VIOLA ENVIRONMENT international training; Barbara ISCHINGER, OCDE education director; Catherine ODORA-HOPPERS, South Africa University; Robin POPPE; International Work organization....Acts had been published.

The 2nd world forum had been held in July 2010 in SHANGHAI during the Universal exhibition in French Pavilion, on the request of UNESCO board. Those who had intervened - Pierre-Antoine GAILLY, Paris Industry and Commerce Chamber President; Mohammed MARZUGUI, Tunisian Lifelong learning association President; Denys LAMONTAGNE, President of THOT CURSUS network; Francois DELUGA, CNFPT president; Makoto SUEMOTO, Kobe' University Professor, in Japan; Christian FORESTIER, CNAM general director; Muriel MORIN, GDF- SUEZ -HRD, Jean KASPAR, vice-president of International social Observatory; Regine HUANG, vice - rector of Shanghai University. Available acts to be requested.

WHY BECOME A PARTNER?

In order to take part into our research on lifelong learning. To prepare with us the 3rd forum and foresee terms of a participation. To enlarge our network of international participants sharing our values. To be appeared in our information and documentation which will be distributed to participants on the forum spot. For your image, the partnership will have several forms:


We’re are open to all innovating ideas.

The world Committee develops a multi-partnership by taking care of reaching a balance between public and private sectors and social economy. It has tied partnership with public(UNESCO) and private international organizations. Furthermore, partnership conventions have been dealt with territorial communities within the frame of decentralized cooperation.

CONTACT US:

Alexandre GINOYER, in charge of the 3rd forum project: 0607860845 - ginoyer@yahoo.fr
Lifelong learning World Committee (CMA) : 9, rue Neuve des Boulets, F-75011 PARIS.

- PARIS, FRANCE - tel. : +33(0)685085376 world committee@yahoo.com
  www.wcfel.org

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

This booklet is conceived before the forum finalization in order to offer to our partners to join us during the preparation time. Information concerning the 3rd forum project are indicative and not contractual.